Introduction
M/A-COM Technology Solutions supplies inductors, transformers, filters and related surface mount components in tape, wound on standard SMT reels. This application note documents the carrier tape drawing related to the component datasheet reference, and the orientation of the components within the tape cavities.

Carrier Tape Reference Drawing

Reference part number datasheet for applicable dimensions.
Drawing not to scale.

Component Orientation in Tape Cavity

Visit www.macomtech.com for additional data sheets and product information.

M/A-COM Technology Solutions Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to make changes to the product(s) or information contained herein without notice.
Tape & Reel Packaging and Orientation
for Surface Mount Components

Visit www.macomtech.com for additional data sheets and product information.

M/A-COM Technology Solutions Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to make changes to the product(s) or information contained herein without notice.